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Around 1980 the �eld theoretical model of quantum hadrodynamics (QHD)became a popular tool for the discussion of nuclear properties1;2. In this model,the strong interaction between nucleons is mediated by the exchange of mesons,�; !; �; �; : : :(J�; T ): (0+; 0) (1�; 0) (1�; 1) (0�; 1) : : : :This model is not expected to be applicable in the regime of very high energies,where the quark substructure of the hadrons becomes apparent. It is expectedto be of relevance as an e�ective �eld theory for questions of nuclear structureand for collisions up to intermediate energies. In this contribution we willaddress the question of calculating nuclear structure data on the basis of QHD,in particular the calculation of ground state properties.Initially, applications of the QHD model were restricted to the Hartreeapproximation (or relativistic mean �eld approximation for the meson degreesof freedom). In the meantime, Hartree-Fock results have become available3;4;5. It is well known, though, that correlation e�ects are important in stronglyinteracting systems. These can be addressed eg. via a Dirac-Brueckner scheme.First results of this type are available for nuclear matter and an application ofthis scheme for �nite nuclei has been given 5.Another avenue to the discussion of the many body problem at hand isdensity functional theory 6 (DFT). In order to summarise this approach, weshall rely on the simplest QHD model, QHD-I | the linear �-!-model 7. Thismodel is characterised by the Lagrangian densityL̂ = �̂ (x)[i@=�M + gs�̂(x)� gvV̂=(x)] ̂(x) + �LCTC (1)+12[@��̂(x)@��̂(x)�m2s�̂(x)2]�14 [@�V̂ �(x)� @� V̂ �(x)][@�V̂�(x)� @�V̂�(x)] + 12m2vV̂�(x)V̂ �(x) :1



The nucleons, characterised by a single �eld  ̂, interact via exchange of massivescalar (�̂) and vector (V̂�) mesons. The scalar �-meson, which is responsiblefor the attractive part of the N-N interaction, couples to the scalar density�̂s(x) = �̂ (x) ̂(x): (2)The !-mesons, which generate the short range repulsion, couple to the fermionfour current ĵ�(x) = �̂ (x)� ̂(x): (3)The quantity �LCT C contains counterterms for purposes of renormalisation.The basis statement of DFT is then: The ground state expectation valueA0 of any observable Â for the many nucleon problem can be expressed rigor-ously as a functional of the ground state scalar density �s(x) and the groundstate four current j�(x),A0[�s; j�] =< 	0[�s; j�] j Â j 	0[�s; j�] > : (4)This extension of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem of nonrelativistic DFT can beproven explicitly8;9, provided the Ritz minimum principle is valid for interact-ing relativistic systems (after renormalisation).The �rst task to be faced is the derivation of the functionals in questions,in particular for the ground state energy. We shall sidestep this problem forthe moment and �rst ask the question: What options would be open if thefunctional for the ground state energy E0[�s; j�] (or a suitable approximation)would be available?The Ritz principle leads directly to the variational equations�E0[�s; j�]�j�(x) = �g�0 ; �E0[�s; j�]��s(x) = 0: (5)These equations are the starting point for the application of extended Thomas-Fermi (ETF) models, in which the ground state energy is fully written as afunctional of �s and j�.More accurate results are usually obtained with the Kohn-Sham (KS)scheme 9;10. In this scheme one represents the density variables in terms ofauxiliary spinor orbitals,�s(x) = �s;vac(x) + �s;D(x) ; (6)with �s;D(x) = X�M<�k��F �'k(x)'k(x)2



�s;vac(x) = 12" X�k��M �'k(x)'k(x) � X�k>�M �'k(x)'k(x)# ;and corresponding expressions for the components of the four currentj�(x) = j�vac(x) + j�D(x) : (7)One then rearranges the expression for the ground state energy by additionand subtraction of the noninteracting kinetic energyTs[j�; �s] = Ts;vac[j� ; �s] + Ts;D[j�; �s] (8)with Ts;D = Z d3x X�M<�k��F�'k(x) (�i �r+M ) 'k(x)(and an analogous expression for Ts;vac) and the Hartree energyEH = �g2s2 Z d3x d3y e�ms jx�yj4�jx� yj �s(x) �s(y) (9)+g2v2 Z d3x d3y e�mv jx�yj4�jx� yj j�(x) j�(y);so that E0[�s; j�] = Ts[�s; j�] +EH [�s; j�] + Exc[�s; j�]: (10)The exchange-correlation (xc) energy is the term, that remains after extractionof the dominant terms, Exc = T � Ts +W �EH ; (11)where W is the ground state expectation value of the complete N-N interactionenergy. Exploitation of the variational principle (variation with respect to thespinor orbitals) leads to the selfconsistent Dirac-KS equations,�� i� �r+ ��M � �H � �xc + �(V �H + V �xc)�	'k = �k'k ; (12)with the standard Hartree potentials �H ; V �H and the xc-potentialsV�;xc(x) = ��j�(x)Exc[�s; j�] (13)�xc(x) = � ���s(x)Exc[�s; j�] : (14)3



The following direct remarks apply: The solution of the Dirac KS problemincluding all vacuum corrections (as indicated above) would present a rathertremendous task, as negative energy and positive energy solutions have to bedetermined at each of the selfconsistency cycles. One of the standard approx-imations is therefore the no-sea approximation,�s;vac; j�s;vac; Ts;vac; Exc;vac �! 0 :If, in addition, all xc-e�ects are neglected, Exc ! 0, one recovers the Hartreeapproximation. It is important to note, that xc-e�ects are represented in termsof local (i.e. multiplicative) potentials. This means for instance: Providedone can derive a reasonable functional for exchange (x) e�ects, then the KSapproach will be much easier to handle than the (nonlocal) HF approach.After setting the stage, we have to face the main task, the derivation offunctionals. If one is interested in ETF applications one needs a representationof Ts in terms of the densities rather than orbitals Ts = Ts[�s; j�]. This canbe obtained with gradient expansion techniques 11;9;12, which are not quitestandard as renormalisation (emphasised by the counterterm implied above)is required. Results, to second order in the gradient terms (establishing theETF2 model), are (for brevity T �s = Ts � R d3r�s� is shown)T �s [k;M�] = T �s;vac[k;M�] + T �s;D[k;M�] (15)T �s;vac=D[k;M�] = T �;[0]s;vac=D[k;M�] + T �;[2]s;vac=D[k;M�]with the kinetic energy densitiest�;[0]s;vac[k;M�] = �M�48�2 ln ����M�M ����+ 132�2 (M�4 �M4)+M24�2 (M� �M )2 + 5M12�2 (M� �M )3 + 1148�2 (M� �M )4t�;[2]s;vac[k;M�] = 112�2 k2E2 ln ����M�M ����(rk)2 + 16�2 kM�E2 ln ����M�M ����(rk �rM�)� 124�2�1 + 2 k2E2� ln ����M�M ����(rM�)2t�;[0]s;D [k;M�] = 18�2 �kE3 + k3E �M�4arcsinh� kM���t�;[2]s;D [k;M�] = 124�2 kE �1 + 2 kE arcsinh� kM���(rk)2+ 16�2 kM�E2 arcsinh� kM��(rk �rM�)4



+ 124�2 � kE � �1 + 2 k2E2�arcsinh� kM���(rM�)2 ;where k(x) = [3�2j0(x)] 13 , M�(x) = M � gs �(x) and E = pM�2 + k2.The no-sea approximation has not been evoked, so we explicitly see vacuumcorrections. They are due to the scalar meson (they vanish for � = 0), vacuumcorrections due to vector mesons only occur in the fourth order gradient terms.The local density approximation (LDA) for exchange 10 is obtained by theevaluation of the nuclear matter exchange energy density ex as a function of theFermi momentum kF (again renormalisation is involved) and the subsequentreplacement kF ! [3�2j0(x)] 13 . Results can actually be given analytically 10,although in terms of a messy expression �nally involving Eulers dilogarithm,ex;s(�;M�) = g2s(M�)4(2�)4 �14(�� � ln �)2 + (1� ws4 )I(ws; �; �)� (16)ex;v(�;M�) = g2v(M�)4(2�)4 �12(�� � ln �)2 � (1 + wv2 )I(wv; �; �)� ; (17)where � = kF=M�, � = (1 + �2)1=2, � = � + �, ws;v = m2s;v=(M�)2 andI(w; �1; �2) = w � 22 (ln �1 ln �2 � �1�1 ln �2 � �2�2 ln �1)� �1�2 (18)+14hw(�21 + �22)� 2(�1 � �2)2i ln (�1�2 � 1)2 +w�1�2(�1 � �2)2 + w�1�2+F (�1; �2)� F ��1; 1�2�� F � 1�1 ; �2�+ F � 1�1 ; 1�2� ;withF (x1; x2) = s4 � �1x1 + �2x2� arctan�2(x1x2 � 1) + ws �+ i8sLi2�x1x2 2�w � is2 �� i8sLi2�x1x22� w + is2 �Li2(x) = � Z x0 ln(1� z)z dz ; s =pw(4� w) :In this case M� has to be calculated from �s via the standard nuclear matterrelation 10. Exchange corrections beyond the LDA are not known.The situation with respect to correlation contributions is even more re-stricted: Two sets of nuclear matter results have been calculated.5



1. The correlation contribution in the RPA limit 13 has been evaluated nu-merically for QHD-I in the no-sea approximation for the density rangecharacterised by 0:6fm�1 � kF � 1:8fm�1.2. The correlation energy due to the sum of individual meson ladder con-tributions to the selfenergy has been evaluated 14 for the density range1:0fm�1 � kF � 1:8fm�1 in the no-pair approximation. In addition tocontributions due to �; !; � and � mesons � and �-meson contributionshave been considered.As a corollary I note that the DFT-approach can be extended to thermalsystems 15;16. For instance, in order to obtain an expression for the noninter-acting free energy Fs = Ts � TSsthe starting point is the thermal Green's functionG(x; y) = Tr( e��(Ĥ��N̂)Tr(e��(Ĥ��N̂ ))T� � ̂(x) �̂ (y)�) (19)where x0 = �i�x, y = �i�y and T� stands for "time ordering" of the realvariables �x; �y. Again all quantities of interest can be extracted from G(x; y).Questions of renormalisation arise, but do not di�er from the situation atT = 0.We �nally present an indication of DFT results on the basis of the QHDmodel that have been obtained so far.1. We begin with a comparison of HF and x-only LDA results for a QHD-I model. The model includes the exchange of photons, so that slightdi�erences between proton and neutron data are observed. Fig.1 showsthe proton densities obtained in the two approaches for 114Sn, using thesame set of model parameters. The closeness of the results is con�rmedfor neutron and baryon densities, for binding energies and mean radii ofall spherical nuclei that have been considered 10.The conclusion, that one extracts from these results, is: The LDA forexchange (or, expressed di�erently, a multiplicative x-potential of rathersimple extraction) is adequate in the case of short range interactions.2. Quite similar statements can be made if one compares HF and LDA x-only results for QHD-II (involving the exchange of �, !, � and �-mesonsas well as photons). This time the di�erences for the charge and baryondensities, obtained with the two approaches, are slightly larger. This is6



Figure 1: Proton point densities for 114Sn from HF- 17 and LDA-calculations 10 (for theparameter set given in Ref. 3).a consequence of the contribution of the �-mesons, which is of longerrange. On the other hand, results for binding energies and radii are stillvery close 18. This is illustrated in Table 1, where results obtained withthe parameter sets HF2 (without centre of mass corrections) and ZJO 4(with cm corrections) are given.3. If one compares Hartree results with the corresponding ETF results(available for the TF and ETF2 models 12;20), one �nds once more thatthese standard ETF functionals do not reproduce shell e�ects. The gra-dient corrected ETF2-functional yields, however, a more realistic surfacestructure for the nuclei.4. Shell e�ects are known to be less important if one considers thermalsystems. It can thus be expected that temperature dependent TF orETF models provide reasonable results. A �rst investigation of variousthermal nuclear systems (nuclear slabs, symmetric and asymmetric nu-clei) addressing the questions of stability, appropriate equations of stateetc. in terms of a thermal TF model for QHD-II (without photons) isavailable16.In summary we may then state that the application of DFT methods to7



Table 1: Binding energies per nucleon (in MeV ) and charge radii (in fm) from LDA-KS-calculations 18 for several spherical nuclei using two di�erent parameters sets (HF2 19| without center of mass correction, ZJO 4 | including center of mass correction) incomparison with HF-calculations (using parameter set HF2 19 | without center of masscorrection) and experimental data (taken from Ref. 3).�E=A RcHF LDA EXP HF LDA EXPHF2 HF2 ZJO HF2 HF2 ZJO16O 5.11 4.97 7.63 7.98 2.74 2.76 2.74 2.7340Ca 6.46 6.35 8.26 8.55 3.46 3.49 3.52 3.4648Ca 6.72 6.71 8.53 8.67 3.45 3.49 3.53 3.4590Zr 7.11 7.02 8.73 8.71 4.23 4.27 4.33 4.23208Pb 6.49 6.52 7.87 7.87 5.47 5.48 5.60 5.47298114 7.10 6.32QHD systems looks quite promising. The obvious next step is the investiga-tion of correlation contributions. First results for the nuclear matter problemindicate that they are quite large (as expected), so that their incorporation isessential. The hope is that nuclear matter correlation results can be used inthe LDA form with the same success as the exchange contributions. If this isthe case, a number of questions concerning the QHD model itself can be raisedand answered, as eg.� Can more involved models (with nonlinear terms and a larger number ofmesons), that are applied with restrictive approximations, be replacedby simpler models, that are applied with full inclusion of correlations?� Can one �nd one "realistic" parameter set, that is derived from nuclearstructure data and applied to low/intermediate energy collision prob-lems?AcknowledgementsWe gratefully acknowledge the contributions of Dr. C. Speicher and Dr. H.M�uller. 8
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